Introduction
This paper may be regarded as either an introduction to or a continuation of [4] . In [4] it was shown that the simple algebras which arise in the representation theory of solvable Lie algebras could be viewed as algebras of differential operators in which the multiplication is altered by a Lie 2-cocycle. In this paper we show that these cocycle twisted algebras of differential operators may also be viewed as (cocycle free) twisted group rings.
We first recall the main result of [4] . Let g be a completely solvable Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic zero and P be a prime ideal of U = U (g), the universal enveloping algebra of g. Let E=E(U/P)={M+P :u+P^Pand [g, nj+Pefeu+P for all geg}.
U/P has a simple quotient ring (U/P)E with respect to E. It was shown in [4] that (U/P)^(KS®KKG)#,U(a), where K is the centre of (U/P)e, KS is a commutative polynomial algebra, KS = K [ji, ..., Yn], n ^ 0; KG is the group algebra of a free abelian group of finite rank m, m ^ 0,
a is a subalgebra of the abelian Lie algebra ^ kSjQy^kgjSIQgj such that the ring of informal differential operators (KS ®^ KG) # U (a) is simple, (see Theorem 2.2); a is a Lie 2-cocycle, a e Z 2 (a, KS ® KG) and (KS ®^ KG ) #a u (a) is the corresponding "twisted ring of differential operators." (See Theorem 2.1 and Remark.) The key result of this paper is that, under the conditions stated, the Lie cohomology group H 2 (a, KS ® KG) is isomorphic to a subgroup of H 2 (a, K). From this it follows readily that such a simple algebra (KS ® KG) #y\J (a) may be "turned upside down" and viewed as a twisted group ring, (A,, ®^ U ( w )) # KG^ where A,, is a Weyl algebra with 158 J. C. MC CONNELL centre K, U (W) is the enveloping algebra of an abelian Lie algebra W and G is a finitely generated free abelian group of automorphisms of the coefficient ring A^ ® U (W). Each element of G preserves the filtration on A^ ® U (W) and induces the identity automorphism on the associated graded algebra and (A,, ® U (W)) # KG may be regarded as an algebra J^(V, 8, G) constructed from a finite dimensional vector space V, an alternating bilinear form 5 on V and a finitely generated subgroup G of the dual space V*. It is shown that each such simple algebra ^(V, 8, G) may be expressed as a (KS ® KG) #<,U(a) and as a (U(g)/P)E. Thus there are bijections between the isomorphism classes of simple algebras, {(U(g)/P)E}, {(KS(g)KG)#,U(a)} and {^(V, 8, G)}.
It is also shown that a simple algebra ^ (V, 8, G) is a subalgebra of A^ ® A^, where n = rank 8/2, m = rank G and A^ is the localisation of A^ at the powers of the element
x ! x ! ' • • -^m-
A necessary and sufficient condition for ^ (V, 8, G) to be simple is that V 8 n V° = 0, where V 8 is the orthogonal complement of V with respect to 8 and V 0 = n Ker \ (K e G). The proof of this is elementary and is much easier than the proof of the corresponding theorem of [4] which gave sufficient conditions for (KS ® KG) #y U (a) to be simple. are isomorphic. We conjecture that these algebras are isomorphic if and only if there exists a vector space isomorphism (p : V -> W such that (i) (p is compatible with 8 and y and (ii) the dual map (p* induces an isomorphism H -> G. If such a (p exists then j2/i ^ ^2-Conversely, if js/i ^ ^ then we show that there exists an isomorphism (p such that (ii) holds but we are unable to show that (p also satisfies (i) except in a special case. However we do have four integer valued isomorphism invariants associated with with ^(V, 8, G), (or with a primitive ideal P of the universal enveloping algebra of a completely solvable Lie algebra g) and if the conjecture is true then there is yet another integer valued isomorphism invariant. It is well known that if g is nilpotent then P determines a single integer n, where U/P ^ A^ and 2 n is the dimension of the orbit of g* associated with P, [6] (4.2.1).
We are indebted to L. Avramov and A. Rosenberg, (participants in the Leeds Ring Theory Year), for their help with the cohomological questions considered in Sections 3.
Notation
k is a field of characteristic zero. An algebra is an associative fc-algebra with 1 and homomorphisms preserve 1. If A is an algebra, Der A is the Lie algebra of ^-derivations of A and Aut A the group of fe-algebra automorphisms of A. End A = End^ A and if A is commutative, DiffA is the subalgebra of End A generated by Der A and the multiplications by elements of A.
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If g is a Lie algebra and M a g-module, then CY (g, M) is the fc-space of /?-cochains, V (g, M) the space of /?-cocycles and W (g, M) the corresponding cohomology group. In particular C 2 (g, k) is the space of alternating bilinear forms on g. M x g denotes the split extension of M by g and if or e Z 2 (g, M), M x y g denotes the extension corresponding to a. (See [I], Chapter 13 Section 8 and Chapter 14 Section 5.)
If A is an algebra and G a subgroup of Aut A then A # k G denotes the corresponding twisted group ring which as a fc-space is A ®j^ k G, where k G is the group algebra of G over k, and multiplication is defined by
We will denote a ® g by ag as usual. A # k G is also a free right A-module with the elements of G as a free basis. A # k G has the universal property that if B is an algebra and (p is a homomorphism of A to B and \|/ a group homomorphism of G into the group of units of B such that^(
for all a e A, g e G, then there exists a unique (fc-algebra) homomorphism of A # k G to B which extends (p and v|/.
If V is a vector space and 8 an alternating bilinear form on V then a basis for V adapted to 8 is a basis
such that 8 (x^ yj) = A,y (where A,y is the Kronecker delta) and
If A^ is a Weyl algebra with its usual filtration and U (W) the enveloping algebra of an abelian Lie algebra W with its usual filtration then A^ ® U (W) is a filtered algebra by F^®U(W))= S F,(A,)®F^,(U(W)). If 9 is an automorphism of A^ ® U (W) such that 9 preserves the filtration and induces the identity automorphism on the associated graded algebra then there exists a unique XeV* such that for veV, Q(v) = r+X(u). Conversely, if XeV* then there exists a unique automorphism 9ofA^®U (W) defined by 9 (v) = u+X (u), v e V, and 9 preserves the filtration and induces the identity automorphism on the associated graded algebra. The following notation is standard throughout the paper. kS will denote a commutative polynomial algebra over k with n ^ 0 generators, k S = k \_y^ ..., j^], and k G will denote the group algebra over k of a free abelian group of finite rank m, m ^ 0, »=i j==i This situation may be described more intrinsically as follows. The units in k S ® k G are just the units in k G, i. e. are scalar multiples of the elements of G. Consider k S with its usual graded algebra structure, (induced by the degree in^i, ..., y^) and let Grp (kS) denote the pih subspace in this grading. Then c is the subspace of Der (k S ® k G) such that, A subspace a of c is said to satisfy condition (Sim) when the following two conditions hold : (Note that Ci (respectively €2) as defined above corresponds to c^ (respectively c^) as defined in [4] Section 5.) a n c^ will be denoted by a°, i. e. a° = Ker (n^ a).
A SimpBcity Theorem
The following theorem is [4] (Theorem 2.8). Remark. -A #y U (g) has the universal property that if B is an algebra, and 9 is a Lie algebra homomorphism of A Xy g into B such that 9 | A is an algebra homomorphism then 9 may be extended to an algebra homomorphism of A #<,U(g) into B. [Thus the simplicity of (k S ® k G) #y U (a) depends on the action of a and not on the choice of a.] However in Theorem 4.7 we will give another proof of this, which is entirely elementary for the case CT = 0 and the same proof can be used when cr 7^ 0 modulo Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
• DEFINITION 2.3. -Let A be an algebra and g a Lie subalgebra of Der A. If, for all a^ a^ e A, g (a^) = g (a^) for all g e g implies that a^-a^ek then we say that g separates the points of A modulo k. Proof (1) is the Rees Reduction Theorem [7] and (1) Since x is a non zerodivisor on R,
is an R-projective resolution of^R/R x) and so Ext| (R/R x, N) = 0 for q > 1. Applying HomR(-,N) to this exact sequence, we obtain
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where A is defined by n \-> xn. Since x N = N, A is surjective and Ext^ (R/R x, N) = 0. Thus 6 is an isomorphism. Since R/R x is generated by 1 + R x and x.(l+Rx) = 0 + R ^,
• Proof of Theorem 3.2. -Let a' be a subspace of a such that a = a' © a°. Let a e C^ (a°, A:). <j may be extended to an element of C^ (a, k) by requiring that o(xi, ..., Xp) = 0 if there exists an ;, 1 ^ ; ^/?, such that x^ea'. The canonical embedding k->kl <= fe S ® fc G enables us to regard o e C^ (a, k) as an element of C^ (a, fe S ® fe G) and clearly a e Z^ (a, A: S ® fc G). We now show that such a CT cannot be a coboundary. For each x e a°, the image of x (viewed as an operator on k S 0 k G) is contained in ^ kS® kg. is injective. It remains to show that this homomorphism is surjective.
Let U be the universal enveloping algebra of a, so U is a commutative polynomial algebra. By [I], Chapter 13, Section 8, H^a, feS®kG)^Ext&(fe, fcS®kG).
For g e G, k S ® kg is an a-submodule of k S ® k G and feS®kG= © fcS®kg.
eG
Since k is a finitely generated U-module and U is noetherian, k has a projective resolution by finitely generated free U-modules. If F is a finitely generated free module then Homu(F, fcS®kG)== © Homu(F, feS ® feg).
flreG
Thus
Ext^(fe, feS ® feG) ^ © Ext&(fe, kS ® feg).
eG
The action of U of k S ® kg is induced by the action of a on k S ® kg which is given by : for a e a and /e fe S,
We show first that if g + 4 then Ext^ We now consider Ext^ (k, k S ® k 1^) and we will identify the U-modules k S ® A: IQ and kS by the map/® lo 1 "^/ for/efe S. Since a satisfies (Sim), we may choose a basis ^i, ..., x^ for a such that for /e k S : 
Since these isomorphisms are all k-vector space isomorphisms the theorem is proved.
• (This is easily seen by reversing the steps of the proof of Theorem 3.2.) Thus there are three equivalent conditions to (Sim), namely the simplicity of an algebra. Theorem 2.2; the separating points condition. Theorem 2.4; and, when dim a > 0, the minimality of some cohomology groups. Yet another condition was given in [4] which briefly is as follows. 
Twisted Group Rings
In this section we construct the algebras ^ (V, 8, G) mentioned in the introduction. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and 8 an alternating bilinear form on V. Let 
where A^ is a Weyl algebra and U ( V 8 ) is the universal enveloping algebra of the abelian Lie algebra V 5 .
Proof. -Choose a basis for V adapted to 8 and use Theorem 2.1 (2).
•
^U be denoted by Ug (V) and should be regarded as the algebra containing V as a subspace and generated by the elements of V subject to the relations : for all v, v' e V,
As noted in Section 1, if XeV* then there corresponds a unique automorphism 6ô f Us(V) defined by 63, (v) = v+'k(v), veV. Let ^ : V*^AutUs(V) be given by K \-> 9^. If ^, p, e V* then 9^ + ^ = 9^ 9^ so <5) is a group monomorphism of the additive group V* into Aut Ug (V). If G is a subgroup of 0 (V*) then the inverse image of G under 0 will be denoted by G and if H is a subgroup of V* then 0 (H) will be denoted by H. If G is a finitely generated subgroup of V* then G is a torsionfree group (since k has characteristic zero) and hence is a free abelian group of finite rank.
We note in passing that if X e V* then 9,, = exp d^ (exponential dy), where ^ is the unique derivation of Ug (V) such that
is commutative. ^ ls locally nilpotent and exp ^ is defined, (since k has characteristic zero), and is an automorphism of U § (V) which coincides with 9^ since they agree on V.
Thus given a finite dimensional vector space V, an alternating bilinear form 8 on V and a finitely generated subgroup G of V* we can form the twisted group ring Ug ( v ) # kG and we will denote this algebra by ^ (V, 8, G). Conversely an algebra (A; ® U (W)) # k G, where G is finitely generated and each element of G preserves the filtration and induces the identity automorphism on the associated graded algebra, is an s4 (V, 8, G), where Proof. -By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we may assume that CT e C 2 (a, k). Also if T e C 2 (a, fc) then a and T determine isomorphic algebras if a | a° = T | a 0 . Thus if a' is a subspace of a such that a = a' © a° then we may assume that a' is a-orthogonal to a. Let rank (a | a°) be 2 r and let W be the subspace of a 0 which is the a-orthogonal complement of a°. Let V be the subspace S ® a of (fc S ® k G) #y U(a), where S denotes the space of homogeneous elements of degree one of k S. By (Sim), n^ (a') == c^ and so the subalgebra generated by S and a' is A^, where n is the Krull dimension ofk S. By Theorem 2.1 (2), the subalgebra generated by a 0 is A,. ® U (W) and the subalgebra generated by V is A^+r ® U (W) and so is Ug (V).
For ^ea and geG, [a, g} =\(a)g or equivalently ga = (a-\(a))g. ^ea* and Kg may be extended to an element of V* by setting \ (S) = 0. Thus for v e V and geG,
Thus each g e G determines an automorphism of Ug (V) given by u ^-> gug~1 and i{g, he G with g ^ h, then ^ I a 7^ ^ a by (Sim) and so g and /? determine distinct automorphisms of Ug (V). Since (ii) -» (iv). Let I be a nonzero ideal of U (V 8 ) which is invariant under G. If 0 7^ r e I and r has minimal degree then 19 exp d^ (r)-r which is zero or has degree less than r. Thus exp d^ (r) = r for all ^ e G and so I n k ^ 0.
(iv) -> (i). We use a variation of a classical "minimal length of a relation" argument. (The particular case when V 8 = V may be deduced from [5] , (Theorem 1.5 and the remark on pp 260-261).) Note first that if v e V, 0 ^ u e Ug (V) and g = exp ^ e G then Krull dimension of k S is /? + q, The simple algebras of Theorem 4.10 are simple subalgebras of Diff(fe S ® k G) which do not necessarily contain the multiplications by elements of k S ® k G. Is there a sense in which they are " dense subalgebras " of DifF k S ® k G?
[v, ug] = vug-u(v^-K(v))g^([v, u]-K(v)u)g and if X (r) ^ 0 then [y, u']-'k (v) u + 0 since degree [y, ^] < degree u. We show that if J is a nonzero ideal of Ug (V) # fe G then J n U (V
dim(anci) = p, dim a = 2l+t -p-q,
Isomorphism Theorems
We now consider when two simple algebras of the form ^ = ^ (V, 8, G) are isomorphic. If G = 0 then *c/ ^ A^, where 2 w = dim V and A, ^ A^ if and only if n = w, by [6] (2.6, Proposition). If G + 0 then, unlike A,, sS (V, 8, G) has units which do not belong to k. So it is sufficient to consider the case when G ^ 0 and we examine how ^ (V, 8, G) is built around its group of units. Since j^ (V, 8, G) ^ j^ (W, y, H), there is a vector space isomorphism (p : V --> W which satisfies (ii) of Conjecture 5.6 and (p is compatible with 8 and y except possibly from ¥4 = a° to W4 = (a')". Thus (p satisfies both (i) and (ii) of Conjecture 5.6 with respect to 81 and Yi. Recall that (p : Vi -> Wi and also that (p : \^ -> ^2 m ay be chosen arbitrarily subject to being compatible with 8 and y. Thus we may suppose that (p restricts to a vector space isomorphism from S to S'. Since V = S © a and W = S' © a', (p induces a vector space isomorphism ^ : a-»a' by §(a)+S' = (p^+S', aea. The required maps a, P and n are now defined by a | S = (p, a | k G is induced by ((p*)" 1 , P is the extension of a defined by P (a) = ^ (^), a e a, and T| = !;. • Theorem 5.7 is unsatisfactory since one would like to prove that if there is an algebra isomorphism 9 as in 5.7 (ii), then there exist a, p and T| which make the diagram in 5.7 (i) commutative. However, this is equivalent to an affirmative answer to Conjecture 5.6. 
